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Abstract
The basic elements of faceted thesauri are described, together with a review of their origins and some prominent examples. Their use in browsing and searching applications is discussed. Faceted thesauri are distinguished from faceted classification schemes, while acknowledging the close similarities. The paper concludes by comparing faceted thesauri and related knowledge organization systems to ontologies and discussing appropriate areas of use.
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1. Introduction 
The thesaurus is one of the most common Knowledge Organization Systems (KOS). KOS are designed with a view to improving retrieval via vocabulary control and knowledge organization. Vocabulary control aims to reduce the ambiguity of natural language when describing and retrieving items for purposes of information searching. When searching with uncontrolled terms, simple variations in terminology or expression of an information need can cause relevant documents to be missed. Basic controlled vocabularies attempt to reduce ambiguity by defining the scope of terms and more complex vocabularies provide a set of (effective) synonyms for each concept. KOS also structure concepts via different types of semantic relationship. This can assist when searcher and indexer (author in full text search) are operating at different levels of generality or have differing conceptualisations of a subject. Semantic structure provides pathways that can allow a searcher to orient (interactively or automatically) to someone else’s terminology.
1.1 Thesauri
The thesaurus is a type of KOS that combines an ‘entry vocabulary’ with a restricted set of semantic relationships. Unlike many classification systems it contains a controlled vocabulary of terms treated as synonyms for a concept. Scope notes should be provided for each term, defining its application within the context of the thesaurus and how it should be employed when indexing. Various other kinds of notes can also be made available, including the (literary) warrant for including the term, version information, etc. 

Some older print-based thesauri emphasised the controlled vocabulary element and were essentially term-based. Some early thesauri were organized alphabetically and did not present the relationships systematically. However, today’s standards make clear that the thesaurus is concept based and that the systematic display structured by semantic relationships is crucial, together with access mechanisms based on the semantic structure.

The three thesaurus semantic relationships are Equivalence (connects a concept to terms that act as effective synonyms), Hierarchical (broader / narrower concepts) and Associative (more loosely related, non-hierarchical, ‘see also’ concepts that are considered potentially relevant in some situations to a searcher or indexer). The British and US standards, recently revised and extended (BSI 2005, NISO 2005), define the three relationships and also discuss common subtypes. For example, the hierarchical relationship can be specialized into Generic (subclass/superclass), Instance (class/instance) and Partitive (whole-part) relationships. Either mono- or poly-hierarchical structures may be employed. The equivalence relationship connects a concept with a set of equivalent terms, treated as synonyms for the retrieval situations envisaged by the designers, and again various subtypes are possible (e.g. abbreviation, scientific or trade names, alternate dialect terms, etc.). Significant thesauri hold a large entry vocabulary of equivalent terms that can guide searchers and indexers to the controlled vocabulary indexing terms (‘preferred’ terms, determined by established literary warrant). 

Thesauri tend to be defined for a particular subject domain or family of products and can be large. They are usually employed for descriptive indexing purposes and corresponding search systems. They can be used for both indexing and searching purposes (the original intention), for indexing a collection only, or thesauri can be used as a query expansion resource in free text search engines (sometimes then referred to as ‘search thesauri’). 

Various directories of online thesauri can be found (HILT, UBC, Willpower). The Networked Knowledge Organization Systems/Services website (NKOS) points to various publication and workshops concerned with the potential of networked thesauri and KOS in general.
2. Faceted Thesauri
Faceted systems apply facet analysis to the process of synthesizing complex descriptions from atomic elements. The term, facet, is used in different ways which gives rise to some confusion. In this context, it normally refers to a set of fundamental categories (as appropriate to an application domain) and their combination according to (synthesis) rules. Each fundamental category might itself be a class hierarchy. Most commonly the different facet dimensions are mutually exclusive. Single concepts from different facets are combined together when indexing an object - or forming a query. This is a simpler and more logical organization than attempting to form a single hierarchy that encompasses all different possible combinations of (e.g.) objects and materials and agents.

Although most thesauri contain different hierarchies, they would not be considered faceted. In such cases the hierarchies are not based on a rigorous process of facet analysis and the hierarchies may not be intended for combination. However, some prominent thesauri can be considered as faceted. 

As with all thesauri, faceted thesauri (Aitchison et al. 2000: F2.1, H4.3) provide a controlled vocabulary for indexing and/or searching purposes. This is accompanied by a faceted classification, which provides the hierarchical structure. In some cases, there is an initial division of the domain by discipline (or subject area) with facet analysis applied to each discipline. In other cases, the whole thesaurus is structured by fundamental categories. Usually in a thesaurus, the hierarchical relationships are augmented by associative relationships.
 
Thesaurofacet (Aitchison et al. 1969, Aitchison 1970) is commonly taken to be the first faceted thesaurus. It divided information fairly equally between the classified display and the alphabetical listing. Another style follows the BSI ROOT Thesaurus in providing all information in the classified display (Aitchison et al. 2000).  Other prominent faceted thesauri include the Alcohol and other Drug Thesaurus (AOD), while the (US) National Library of Medicine controlled vocabulary thesaurus (MeSH) contains various faceted elements.

Significant standards development has taken place in recent years. Revised versions of NISO and BSI thesaurus standards have been produced. Work on Part 5 (interoperability issues) of the BSI standard is still ongoing but a draft data model and associated XML Schema have been produced by the BS8723-5 working group (BSI 2007).  

2.1 Art and Architecture Thesaurus
The Getty Art and Architecture Thesaurus (AAT) is an influential example of a faceted thesaurus, with over 40,000 concepts and over 125,000 terms (Harpring 1999).

“Rather than enumerate the nearly infinite number of object and subject descriptions needed by thesaurus users, the AAT decided to pursue the building blocks of these descriptors in the form of a faceted vocabulary”  (Petersen and Barnett 1994, p8).

The AAT includes the standard thesaurus relationships (Figure 1).

Hierarchical relationships (BT/NT)	Associative relationships (RT)
burnishing (polishing)BT	polishingNT	ball burnishingProcesses and Techniques.  finishing (process). . polishing. . . burnishing (polishing). . . .  ball burnishing. . .  electropolishing	burnishing (polishing)RT	burnishers (metalworkers)RT	flat burnishersRT	polishing ironsRT	tooth burnishersburnishers (metalworkers)RT	burnishing (polishing)
Equivalence relationships (UF/USE)	Scope notes (SN)
burnishing (polishing)UF	burnished (polished)burnished (polished)USE	burnishing (polishing)	burnishing (polishing)SN	Making shiny or lustrous by rubbing with a tool that compacts or smoothsburnishing (photography)SN	Method of obtaining a glossy surface on collodion prints by pressing them between rollers

Figure 1: Examples of thesaurus structure from the Getty Art & Architecture Thesaurus.

The AAT makes use of Generic and Partitive hierarchical relationships. The AAT followed a systematic, rule-based approach to assertion of associative relationships by the thesaurus editors (Molholt 1996). The editorial manual specifies a set of rules to apply to the relevant hierarchical context and scope notes in order to identify associative relationships, including a set of specialisations (AAT 1995). These include various intra-facet relationships. A checklist for thesaurus developers that extends these guidelines is given by Tudhope et al. (2001), which also presents results from thesaurus-based query expansion, showing potential in some situations for specialisation of the associative relationship.

The AAT has 7 facets (and 33 hierarchies as subdivisions): Associated concepts, Physical attributes, Styles and periods, Agents, Activities, Materials, Objects and optional facets for time and place. 
"Facets constitute the major subdivisions of the AAT hierarchical structure. A facet contains a homogeneous class of concepts, the members of which share characteristics that distinguish them from members of other classes. For example, the term marble refers to a substance used in the creation of art and architecture, and it is found as a preferred term (descriptor) in the Materials facet. The term impressionist denotes a visually distinctive style of art, and it is listed as a preferred term in the Styles and Periods facet. 
Homogeneous groupings of terminology, or hierarchies, are arranged within the seven facets of the AAT."  (Art and Architecture Thesaurus)
Combination of concepts is encouraged by AAT application guidelines (Petersen & Barnett 1994). A descriptor of an information resource might be a single concept but can also be a modified descriptor, or syntactically structured string. A modified descriptor is essentially an adjectival noun phrase, where a focus term is modified by terms from other facets (e.g. Victorian brocaded armchair). On the other hand, AAT strings have more than one focus term (e.g. the renovation of Victorian brocaded armchairs). The MARC format field 654 (Subject Added Entry – Faceted Topical Terms) was created with systems like the AAT in mind.
3. Applications using faceted thesauri
Bates (2002) recommends facet indexing with the interface facilitating facet use, based on a series of user studies.  Pollitt’s ‘view-based searching’ systems gave an early demonstration of the potential of browsing a faceted thesaurus and interactively combining terms from several facets to refine a query (Pollitt et al. 1997, 1998). 

The use of faceted classifications and thesauri in website design is a growing trend in information architecture (Rosenfeld & Morville 2002). Such applications and web interfaces tend towards a broader view of facets than the traditional library focus on the subject of a document, incorporating various metadata elements (such as price of a commodity or scalar properties of an object).  This can include facets that are essentially pick lists and there is usually little notion of the semantics of combining facets. However, this simple facet treatment can yield attractive browsing interfaces for websites (discussed further in Section 4.2 below). Various commercial search engines have been influenced by Hearst’s work in this area, resulting in the Flamenco interface (Yee et al. 2003). 
3.1 FACET
The FACET (Faceted Access to Cultural hEritage Terminology) project investigated the potential of multi-faceted query expansion in controlled vocabulary indexed applications. Expansion was based on a faceted thesaurus, the AAT. The UK National Museum of Science and Industry (NMSI) provided an extract of their Collections Database, indexed with the AAT, as a testbed. 

In FACET, semantic query expansion provides an option to include closely related concepts in the search. Results are ranked in order of decreasing relevance to the initial query, based on number of matching query terms and the degree of match between the concepts. The algorithm can be configured to allocate different traversal costs to different thesaurus relationship types. For example, associative relationships might be given a high cost but narrower relationships a low cost. For details of the algorithm, see Tudhope et al. (2006a) and for more information on the project, see Tudhope and Binding (2004).

Figure 2 shows a particular result (overall match of 56%) with degree of match to query terms (armchairs, brocading, mahogany, Edwardian). No query term matched exactly but all had partial matches to semantically close index terms. For example, this includes an expansion over an associative relationship between facets, where the query was expressed in terms of a process (brocading) while the indexing was in terms of a material (brocade). Relevance to the searcher will depend on context. The point is to provide query generalisation via semantic expansion as an option when exact matches are not available. It may be hard to find exact matches for complex faceted queries and index descriptors. Semantic expansion allows partially matching results with semantically similar but not identical index terms. The user can decide how far to scan down the results. 
4. Discussion
4.1 Faceted thesauri versus classification schemes
Faceted thesauri share many of the characteristics of a faceted classification and might be considered a kind of hybrid classification-thesaurus. In fact, a faceted classification may be a useful starting point or source for a faceted thesaurus (Aitchison 1986, Broughton this issue). 

A faceted thesaurus brings an additional entry vocabulary, as well as the associative relationship between concepts. There may also be different types of hierarchical relationships in some thesauri. It is misleading, however, to only focus on structural differences. There is an important difference in purpose which affects how the two kinds of KOS are used in practice. 
Classification Vs Indexing
The distinction between classification and indexing is important but often misunderstood. Both processes assign descriptors or tags to information resources (documents). Both can involve KOS with hierarchical arrangement of concepts. However, classification seeks to group similar resources together, whereas indexing seeks to bring out the differences between resources, in order to help distinguish them during search. Classification provides an overview and assists organization of material. This structure facilitates methods of access based on browsing, whether browsing library shelves or hierarchical menu systems. Classification Schemes are often associated with a notation or coding scheme that produces an ordering, useful both in shelving and in ranking results of a search. Indexing (e.g. with a thesaurus) seeks to be more descriptive of the major concepts relating to a resource’s content, as opposed to assigning a resource to a broad category. Thesaurus descriptors may be combined during search. While the structure of a classification system and a thesaurus may be fairly similar, in that both consist of hierarchical structures of concepts, they will tend to differ in the exhaustivity and specificity of their application to information resources. Thus an information resource will generally tend to be classified by fewer, more general concepts from most common classification systems and conversely will tend to be indexed by several, more specific concepts from a thesaurus.

Sometimes a classification and an indexing system are combined to cover both purposes, for example a classification scheme with a thesaurus, such as the Engineering Information (EI) thesaurus and classification scheme (Milstead 1995). This affords flexibility in browsing interfaces and rich resources for automatic classification and search tools. It can also be very useful in offering different classification-based filters on (thesaurus-based) search results.
4.2 Use in retrieval
Pre- and post-coordination
Another difference between a faceted classification and a thesaurus (generally) concerns their use in retrieval. Thesauri tend to be designed for use in post-coordinated search tools, whereas pre-coordinated descriptions are an important aim of faceted classifications. Indexing terms are not combined in post-coordinated systems but remain separate (Aitchison et al. 2000). Pre-coordinated systems allow index terms to be combined together in a single string, offering the possibility of more specific indexing that defines associations between index terms. However, at retrieval it requires the same exact sequence of terms to be matched in search (or print-based alphabetical indices), unless the terms are separately de-coordinated for retrieval purposes. Thesauri do not usually permit recursive application of faceted clauses to make complex pre-coordinated subject descriptors. However, some faceted thesauri, such as the AAT, do have some pre-coordinated capability. The AAT Guide (Petersen & Barnett 1994) has a description of modified descriptors (essentially adjectival noun phrases) and complex strings, with indexing guidelines for passive voice, reverse facet order. 

One advantage claimed for application of advanced facet analysis to online classification systems is to better support browsing access to a collection (Broughton 2001, Gnoli & Hong 2006). Complex faceted pre-coordinated descriptors can be placed in systematic order within a browsing interface. In some regards, this can be seen as pursuing a similar aim as the faceted filter flow (post-coordinate) web browsing interfaces. It is only necessary to provide such complex pre-coordinated strings where such indexed resources exist in a collection and, contrawise, encountering such a string cues the existence of the information resource. If the browsing structure and syntactical rules are understood by the searcher they are spared the necessity of combining facets and false syntactical associations are also avoided. The advantage of pre-coordinated indexing is that it reduces the possibility of ‘false drops’ – false syntactic associations between index terms. The extent to which this is a problem may vary with the domain. Austin (1976) argued that it was more prevalent in the social sciences and humanities than in the hard sciences. He observed that while appropriate relationships between flows, wings, boundary layer and swept back might be guessed by inspecting the subject heading, it was not so easy to determine the relationships between the individual, expectations, role and the state without further context. Similarly Bates (1994), in an early study of online searching by visiting humanities scholars to the Getty Centre, described the problems posed by post-coordinated Boolean query interfaces for the kinds of searching desired by subjects. She has also discussed the problems of searching collections indexed with multi-concept subject headings (broader 'whole-document' indexing as opposed to the 'concept' indexing implied by Boolean systems), with particular reference to interface design issues (Bates 2002). Pre-coordinated indexing allows more specific descriptions because terms are combined via syntax (or synthesis rules) and this can lead to potential gains in precision. However it poses demands in resourcing a potentially more complex and demanding indexing process.
The zero match problem
Multi-concept faceted descriptors can be highly specific and correspondingly faceted queries can be very precise. However, they pose problems for retrieval, even in post-coordinated systems. If an AND-ed search is performed recall is likely to be low, with a possibility of zero matches. The same precise combination of concepts, at the same level of generality, is unlikely to occur in both query and index descriptor. A simple solution is to search for ‘any of the terms’ and count the number of matching query terms, as in many Web search engines. However, the issue is also addressed in different ways by faceted browsing and faceted search systems.

The use of pre-coordinated descriptors in faceted browsing is discussed above. Flamenco (Section 3) and similar systems offer a post-coordinated approach to browsing faceted metadata. When a user makes an initial browsing choice of a concept from a particular facet this results in a change to display of the other facets in the interface. Given a user’s selection so far, concepts are only displayed for browsing when the potential faceted combination will result in one or more matching information resources. Thus elicitation of queries via browsing, coupled with good feedback, eliminates the prospect of empty result sets. This Boolean filter flow mechanism affords one solution to the zero match problem, assuming the terminology is familiar to the user. However, when searching across multiple, distributed collections where the number of postings is not known in advance or when query expansion or information extraction is involved, query preview is impractical. In such situations a search system informed by facet structure may be useful and the query expansion techniques offered by FACET (Section 3) offer another approach. It allows a ranked match of results with potential partial matching of semantically close concepts in a multi-concept query. The example in Figure 2 shows a result where none of the query terms matched exactly but in some situations a user may wish to consider this as a partially matching result. This semantic expansion technique incorporates search tactics (Bates 1979), such as dropping a facet from a multi-concept query, or trying a broader concept, effectively combining several browsing moves in one complex search operation. 

The PRECIS pre-coordinated indexing system applied rules to its syntactic operators, in order to automatically generate multiple permutations of strings for alphabetic lookup in a printed subject index (Austin 1984). This is not necessary in digital environments and Dykstra advocates post-coordinate searching on component terms for online versions of PRECIS (Dykstra 1989). While Dykstra had in mind Boolean search, extending the FACET system’s semantic expansion to take account of more complex pre-coordinated statements would yield some ‘bestmatch’ advantages over Boolean search for pre-coordinated strings – the generation of ranked results and sparing end-users the complications of constructing Boolean statements. Currently FACET has a notion of a modified ‘focus term’ – essentially adjectival noun phrases (modified descriptors in AAT terminology). Extending this to take account of syntax or synthesis rules would allow application to pre-coordinated application settings. However, this can only be useful if data of this kind exists. Examples of complex pre-coordinated thesaurus indexing are (arguably) rare and developments in the area of intelligent, pre-coordinated indexing tools are an essential prerequisite for this line of research. 
4.3 Faceted Thesauri versus Ontologies
The term, ‘ontology’, derives from the branch of philosophy concerned with the description of reality (Smith 2003). It was adopted by the Artificial Intelligence (AI) knowledge representation community, with some practical differences. 

“In computer and information science, ontology is a technical term denoting an artifact that is designed for a purpose, which is to enable the modeling of knowledge about some domain, real or imagined.  … The term had been adopted by early Artificial Intelligence (AI) researchers, who recognized the applicability of the work from mathematical logic … and argued that AI researchers could create new ontologies as computational models that enable certain kinds of automated reasoning ...  In the 1980's the AI community came to use the term ontology to refer to both a theory of a modeled world … and a component of knowledge systems.” Gruber (2008).

AI ontologies are formal representations, modelling a knowledge domain with precise definitions and relationships. They are designed to be used by first order logic reasoning systems and are a knowledge representation mechanism for communication between (automatic) intelligent agents. They are often associated with Semantic Web research and database schema integration. 

They are suited to applications with well-defined objects and operations, situations where it is possible to reach agreement as to the precise definition of concepts (and terms) and where it is useful to define logical rules for processing relationships and possibly inferring new knowledge. These applications tend to have a different focus than retrieval per se, for example elements of analysis in eScience, or automatic generation of new data. Examples might include many scientific applications, where the ontology is a model of currently accepted scientific knowledge and smaller subject domains, such as some business applications. However, creating (and sustaining) detailed, formal representations may carry significant resource implications and in some situations it may not be not feasible to reach agreement on precise definitions of abstract or contested concepts (e.g. some descriptions of human activity). 
4.3.1 Simple Knowledge Organisation Systems (SKOS)
SKOS Core is a W3C Working Draft RDF/XML representation for KOS, based on a formal data model. It was originally conceived with thesauri in mind but the intention is to encompass other structured KOS, such as taxonomies and classifications, and less structured vocabularies for social tagging and Web 2.0 applications. Currently there is no notion of facet but an extension for facet structure has been discussed as possible future work. The W3C Semantic Web Deployment Working Group is currently considering the appropriate mechanisms for combining SKOS and OWL representations. For a review of related standards developments in concept identifiers and programmatic access protocols, see Tudhope et al. (2006b).
While one aim of SKOS is to provide a bridge between thesauri and logic-based ontologies, a standard machine readable representation for thesauri has broad implications for Semantic Web applications and beyond. SKOS is a formal RDF/XML representation standard for the large family of vocabularies and concept structures, with a loose semantics designed for information retrieval purposes. 
5. Conclusions
Faceted thesauri are similar in many ways to faceted classification systems. There are potentially differences in the intended use, as discussed in Section 4. However there is scope for using both in combination. Faceted thesauri can be used in both pre- and post-coordinated systems and can underpin both search and browsing applications.

Faceted thesauri belong to the family of KOS, which has been used by the library community in modelling for purposes associated with information retrieval applications. They provide a semantic structure at a suitable granularity for the general problem of search and retrieval. In such applications, where a fuzzy notion of ‘aboutness’ is the basis for indexing or classifying a document, as opposed to an assertion of fact, the lightweight semantics of faceted thesauri and related KOS may be more suited than the formal semantics provided by AI ontologies, designed for precisely modelling the objects of interest in a domain. The SKOS standard representation, combined with other developments in standard identifiers and service protocols, now affords the combination of formal syntax and informal semantics, in Semantic Web applications and online applications generally. This offers a cost effective approach for annotation, search and browsing oriented applications that don’t require first order logic.
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